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First Light Asset Management Deepens Investment Team with Senior Data Analyst 
 

Firm hires industry veteran to compile and generate critical data, contributing to the 
firm’s objective of identifying stocks with high-performance potential 

 
 
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. — October 1, 2014 — First Light Asset Management, an 
investment firm primarily focused on small-cap health care stocks, today announced it 
deepened its investment team by adding industry veteran Peter Conrad, CFA as a 
senior data analyst. In this position, Conrad will compile and generate critical data 
related to First Light’s current and prospective investments, contributing to the firm’s 
objective of identifying stocks with high-performance potential. 
 
“There are an incredible number of sources for acquiring data about public equity 
investments,” said Matt Arens, chief executive officer and senior portfolio manager for 
First Light. “In the dynamic world of health care investing, there are, arguably, even 
greater volumes of information to consider, from economic and regulatory statistics to 
industry specific data. We believe it will be a tremendous advantage for First Light to 
have a seasoned analyst who can help us sift through and generate information to 
evaluate as part of our systematic research process.” 
 
“As part of this process, we continually strive to maximize the number of companies that 
make it into our ‘investment funnel.’ We anticipate that our increased expertise in 
gathering quantitative and qualitative data — and implementing decisions based on 
that information — will enable us to cover even more ground in the health care space. I 
look forward to working closely with Peter and am pleased to further expand First Light’s 
research capabilities,” Arens concluded.  
 
 

- more - 
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Conrad brings nearly 25 years of investment and research experience to First Light. 
Before joining the firm, Conrad held various positions at Kopp Investment Advisors, 
including director of portfolio management committee, executive vice president and 
senior portfolio manager. In these roles, he performed due diligence on prospective 
and existing investments through primary research, communication with investment’s 
senior management, outside research sources and regulatory filings. Previously, Conrad 
also was a senior advisor providing integrated wealth management services for Carlson 
Capital Management. Additionally, he was a regional account representative for 
Charles Schwab & Co. and a financial planner for IDS Financial Services. 
 
Conrad earned a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree from the University of 
Minnesota’s Carlson School of Management, and holds the Chartered Financial 
Analyst (CFA) and Certified Financial Planner (CFP) designations. 

 
About First Light Asset Management 
Founded in September 2013, First Light Asset Management is an investment firm focused 
on identifying health care companies it believes will provide high investment potential 
for its clients. The firm's investment strategy is largely driven by the conviction that a 
disproportionate number of health care innovations tend to come from smaller, more 
agile companies with disruptive technologies. As a result, First Light finds the greatest 
opportunities in micro- to small-cap public securities, balanced with positions in select 
mid- to large-cap companies. The firm invests in companies throughout the entire 
industry spectrum — from medical devices and diagnostic products, to information 
technology, biotech, health services and specialty pharmaceutical companies. For 
more information, visit www.firstlightam.com. 
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